
Question 1 

In class, we saw the result for the mag

field on a point charge. In this questio

in a wire or the force on a current�car

a) Suppose the charges in the wire ha

that they are positive charges flowing

the charges to travel the distance ds?

 dt = ds / v 

b) In this amount of time, how much 
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 Q = I dt = I ds / v  

c) Using your result from b), rewrite 

the current I and the vector ds. 

 Q v = I ds 

Using this result, we can start with eq

the small segment of wire shown abo

over the wire.  

d) Read Example 32.3 (The magnetic

result for the magnitude of the field 

B = -0 I / (2 π d) 

 

 

Use the result to find the magnetic fie

Answer in Tesla (T): 

B = -0 I / (2 π d) = (4 π × 10
�7

 N/A
2
) (

 

 

 

he magnetic field of a moving point charge and the force f

question, we’ll understand how to use these to find the fiel

carrying wire. Consider the little segment of wire show

ire have an average velocity v in the direction of the curre

lowing in the direction of the current). How much time dt d

e ds? (�����	������	����������������

much charge flows into the segment? (�����	������	������

write Q v (the moving charge in the segment times its velo

ith equation (32.4) for the field from a point charge to get

n above. To get the field from the whole wire, we need to

gnetic field of a long, straight wire) to see an example of t

field at a distance d from a wire carrying current I? 

etic field 1cm away from a long straight wire carrying a c

) (1 A)/(2 π 0.01m) = 2 × 10
�5

 T 

force from a magnetic 

he field from a current 

 shown above.  

e current (imagine here 

e dt does it take for 

�������������������

its velocity) in terms of 

 to get the field from 

eed to integrate this 

le of this. What is the 

g a current of 1A. 



      



Now let’s find the force on the same 

created by this segment of wire) 

e) Use equation (32.17) for the force 

on this segment of wire in a magnetic

 Starting with F = Q v × B and

 

 

 

 

f) When there is a long straight segme

applies to the whole segement (replac

length). Make this replacement and c

 F = I l × B 

e) How much force is there on 10cm 

to the wire?  Indicate the direction of 

 

   |F| = I l × B

 

 

  

 same small segment of wire from some other magnetic fie

 force on a point charge together with your result from c) 

gnetic field.  

and replacing Q v →  I ds we get F = I ds × B 

 segment of wire and the magnetic field is constant, the res

(replacing ds with the vector l along the wire with magnitu

 and check your result with equation 32.25 from the text.

10cm of wire carrying 1A in a magnetic field of 1T aligne

ion of the force on the wire if the magnetic field points int

B =  1A (0.1m) (1T) = 0.1N  

tic field (not the one 

m c) to find the force 

 the result above 

agnitude equal to the 

 text. 

aligned perpendicular 

nts into the page. 



Question 2 

Charged particles traveling perpendic

a) Find an expression for the radius o

and m, the mass of the particle. 

For circular trajectories at constan

of the circle by 

a = v
2
/R . 

In this case, the acceleration is due

a = F/m = q v B / m . 

The velocity is always perpendicu

always equal to 1. 

Equating our two expressions for t

v
2
/R = q v B / m 

so we find that 

R = mv / (q B) 

b) If the velocity increases, what happ

The period is T = circumference/ spee

T = 2 π m / (q B) 

This doesn’t depend on v, so the perio

pendicular to a constant magnetic field move in circular tra

 

dius of the circle, clearly explaining the logic. Answer in t

onstant speed, the acceleration is related to the speed a

 is due to the magnetic force. Its magnitude is given b

ndicular to the magnetic field, so the sin(θ) in the cros

s for the acceleration, we get: 

at happens to the period of the orbit? 

e/ speed = (2 π R) / v. Using the result from a), this gives

e period doesn’t change if the velocity increases.  

ular trajectories.  

er in terms of q, B, v, 

peed and the radius 

iven by 

he cross product is 

gives 

 



      



      



      



      


